
PFI - Poland

 We are proud to see that the TOP 5 PF is composed of 2 SYNETICS bulls
including Tustin at +171 PFI.

 Marriott and Real Syn join the TOP 10 with +170 and +169 PF.

 Regarding the proven ranking, Jazz is #2 and Ogoueno reaches the TOP 10
PF.

 On the red side, we find Random Red and Promise Red in the TOP 10.

SYNETICS asserts its leadership in Europe !

 SYNETICS is proud to provide you a complete lineup of bulls in major European bases.

 Lots of our bulls are particularly well-ranked at this April 2024 proof run with a strong presence in the TOP 30 in
all European breeding values.

 Whether genomic or proven, SYNETICS genetics is powerful and all available in conventional and sexed semen
for you.

SYNETICS bulls stand out in the European rankings

NVI - Netherlands

 SYNETICS owns 4 bulls of the TOP 15 NVI with Real Syn which is #5 of the
ranking, followed by Rockwell, Bigpack and Toolate.

 Summerlake and Gywer RDC can be found in the proven TOP 15 NVI with
Summerlake which ranks #5.

 Among the R&W bulls we can find Raven Red and Feit Red P in the TOP 30
NVI. For the proven R&W, Spark Red remains in the TOP 10 followed closely
by Solito Red.

2575, daughter of Summerlake

Real Syn

NTM - Scandinavia

 We can find 3 SYNETICS sires in the genomic TOP 50 NTM which are
Rainow with +34 NTM and Rapido and Rosario at +33 NTM.

 Skyboy is in the proven TOP 20 NTM with +27 NTM.

 The bulls Lenovo and Jazz are also still available in the proven TOP 50
NTM.

Rainow



PLI - United Kingdom

 Touchy stays in the TOP 30 PLI with +812 PLI and he is followed by Toolate
in the TOP 50 with +798 PLI.

 The new one over 800 PLI which is coming is Todolist with +804 PLI.

 SYNETICS sires are in the proven TOP 20 PLI: 
Topstone with +689 PLI and Pellegrino with his first daughters at +654 PLI.

PFT - Italy

 Toolate is still our highest genomic sire available with +5181 GPFT. He
would reach the TOP 10 GPFT.

 He is followed by 5 bulls over 4900 PFT including Neptun, Tips, Robocop
and Milosch.

 2 new bulls join the lineup: Zermatt at +4978 GPFT and Upset at +4892
GFPT and +2080 kg of milk.

 Pellegrino has his first daughters and is still very attractive with +4754 PFT
and +1749 kg of milk.

Touchy

SYNETICS - The perfect fit 

Mariella, grand-dam of Zermatt

ICO - Spain

The Spanish proofs will come very soon next week.

We are waiting for some good news for SYNETICS bulls !


